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Monthly Index of Russian Accessions Library of Congress. Processing Department 1952
Russian Second-language Textbooks and Identity in the Universe of Discourse Olga Mladenova 2004 This
book provides an overview of the changes of the Second-Language Learning discursive formation and the
Identity discursive formation in Russian history. It proposes an explanatory model in which small-scale
linguistic detail is joined with larger-scale language units in order to illuminate matters of cultural
importance in their linguistic guise.
The Bible Year Devotional Magrey deVega 2021-10-19 The Bible. 365 days. You. Yes, you! Not the type to
sit down and read the entire Bible? Yes, the goal is to read the whole Bible in a year, but think about it in
terms of smaller, daily goals. Think about a commitment to read a short selection from the Bible plus a
concise devotional every day. You can do that – especially since The Bible Year has it all mapped out for you
day by day. Plus, you’ll also get summaries of key themes and ideas to help you better digest and
understand your readings. So you’re not just reading verse after verse, you’re enriching your spiritual life,
developing a deeper faith and forming a closer connection to God and to each other. The Bible Year is also
a wonderful way for small groups or even individuals to grow closer to God, while providing a common
thread that will promote new and deeper friendships among members. Additional resources sold separately
include a Leader Guide with discussion questions for small groups and a Pastor's Guide for a church-wide
emphasis. Daily Bible goals start here! Praise for The Bible Year When it comes to read-through-the-Biblein-a-year programs, The Bible Year is a game changer. Packed with devotionals, discussion guides, and
resources for pastors, this beautifully written book makes journeying through Scripture less daunting and
more rewarding. It’s the perfect companion for those who wish to read through the Bible for the first time
or those seek to go deeper in their study of Scripture together with others. – Ryan P. Bonfiglio, Director of
the Candler Foundry and Assistant Professor of Old Testament, Candler Theological Seminary With a
pastor’s devotion to God and the people he serves, deVega has structured a truly helpful guide for reading
the Bible in the span of a year. The thoughtful format is well designed to encourage steady progress in
reading, and provoke thoughtful reflection. Brief section summaries allow the reader to stay on top of the
larger story line, and thoughtful questions and blank spaces support a meditative encounter. This book is a
welcome gift for anyone who wants to grow in faithfulness and devotion. – Melody D. Knowles, Vice
President of Academic Affairs and Associate Professor of Old Testament, Virginia Theological Seminary
Colonizing Russia's Promised Land Aileen E. Friesen 2020-02-20 Colonizing Russia's Promised Land:
Orthodoxy and Community on the Siberian Steppe, examines how Russian Orthodoxy acted as a basic
building block for constructing Russian settler communities in current-day southern Siberia and northern
Kazakhstan.
Policy and Practice Challenges for Equality in Education Neimann, Theresa 2021-09-10 Well-educated
populations are important aspects of any contemporary society, as education increases national and global
development and the positive expansion of communities to participate actively in civil matters also
increases. Educational equality is based on the principles of administrative competence and fairness of
access and distribution of resources, opportunities, and treatment, which ensures success for every person.
Ensuring equal access to quality education requires addressing a wide range of persistent inequalities in
society and includes a stronger focus on how different forms of inequalities intersect to produce unequal
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opportunities or outcomes that affect marginalized and vulnerable groups. Policy and Practice Challenges
for Equality in Education takes a multifaceted look at issues of equality and inequality in education as
related to policy, practice, resource access, and distribution. As such, this book explores the potential
practices in education that serve to mitigate and transform unproductive practices which have left societies
scarred by social and educational inequalities. The chapters provide a critical analysis of the manifestations
of inequalities in various educational contexts and discerns how broader social inequalities are informed by
education-related matters. This book is ideal for sociologists, administrators, instructors, policymakers,
data scientists, community leaders, practitioners, stakeholders, researchers, academicians, and students
interested in educational equality and the unique challenges being faced worldwide.
Focus on Grammar Irene E. Schoenberg 2001-04
Global Ethics, Compliance & Integrity Bartosz Makowicz 2019-01-28 Mit dem vorliegenden Werk wird
eine Publikationsreihe begründet, mit der der weltweiten Compliance-Community die aktuellen
Entwicklungen zu Compliance, Wirtschaftsethik und Integrität in Organisationen auf globaler Ebene sowie
in verschiedenen Ländern der Welt fortlaufend vermittelt werden. Die erste Ausgabe enthält über 40
Einzelbeiträge von Fachexperten für Compliance aus diversen Staaten und internationalen Organisationen
(darunter der OECD, Weltbank, G20 und anderer), die in mehrere thematische Abschnitte eingeteilt
wurden: grenz- und kulturüberschreitendes Compliance Management (nebst Aspekten der Ethik und
Integrität), grenzüberschreitende Korruptionsbekämpfung, grenzüberschreitende Standardisierung und
Kommunikation, Whistleblowing und interne Ermittlungen sowie die Compliance des internationalen
Handels. Abgerundet wird die Ausgabe um die Beiträge zu den Compliance-Herausforderungen der
Zukunft. Das Werk bietet damit einen umfassenden, aktuellen und kompetenten Überblick über weltweites
Know-how und die Entwicklungstendenzen in der Entwicklung der Compliance, Ethik und Integrität in
diversen Organisationsarten auf nationaler und globaler Ebene. Um diesem Anspruch gerecht zu werden,
erscheint das Werk vollständig in englischer Sprache. This yearbook is the first in the series of annual
publications designed to inform the global expert community of the latest developments and future
challenges in the area of Ethics, Compliance and Integrity in different organizations (corporations,
associations, the public administration etc.). This first edition contains over 40 individual contributions by
professionals representing various disciplines, countries and international organizations. It is divided into
several thematic chapters, including cross-border and cross-cultural compliance and ethics management,
cross-border anti-bribery systems, global standardization and intercultural communication, whistleblowing
and internal investigations as well as international trade compliance. The yearbook is dedicated to
compliance and ethics professionals, officers and managers, company directors, consultants, authorities,
prosecutors, judges, scholars and any other interested persons.
Poems and Plays William Shakespeare 1821
Russian Social Media Influence Todd C. Helmus 2018-04-12 Russia employs a sophisticated social media
campaign against former Soviet states that includes news tweets, nonattributed comments on web pages,
troll and bot social media accounts, and fake hashtag and Twitter campaigns. Nowhere is this threat more
tangible than in Ukraine. Researchers analyzed social media data and conducted interviews with regional
and security experts to understand the critical ingredients to countering this campaign.
Zero Bone Loss Concepts Tomas Linkevic̆ius 2019
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Reflections on Media Education Futures Sirkku Kotilainen 2015 The conference "Media Education
Futures" in Tampere, Finland 2014, highlighted participation, well-being and citizenship as current Nordic
perspectives in media education, and discussed media and information literacies contributing to
intercultural dialogue. The goal was to display and promote research in the field along with the practices of
media education. Research results presented at the conference indicated that the civic skills needed in
information societies include critical awareness, which is the basis for understanding media societies.
Critical thinking is also the basis for creativity and should be included in the teaching of coding, which has
been done in several countries in new school curricula at the basic level. Moreover, broader cooperation
among researchers with different cultural backgrounds, rather than traditional Europe-centred
collaboration was echoed. This publication reflects topics including critical awareness, technological
citizenry, methodologies in studying young people in urban cities, and youth well-being in relations to
media and information literacies. The publication covers articles from different parts of the world including,
for example, China and India in Asia and Brazil in Latin America, as well as several European countries. It
is divided into two sections - 1) Academic Articles and 2) Practical Papers and Case Studies - as reflections
on the futures of media education.
Technical English 1 Christopher Jacques 2008-01 The Workbook consolidates the work done in class and
encourages self-study. Further supplementary material on the website supports the Workbook material
making it even more relevant to students' needs.
Wonders of New York Alessandra Mattanza 2012-04-26 Fall in love with New York for the first time or all
over again with this breathtaking photographic celebration of the world's greatest city. Join “adopted” New
Yorker Alessandra Mattanza as she details her passionate love affair with the Big Apple through 350
stunning images of striking panoramas, cultural icons, glamorous hotspots, Christmas magic, street life,
and more. This is New York captured in the midst of a vital rebirth: colorful, multifaceted, and teeming with
life.
Song of myself Walt Whitman 1973
Against All Odds Eva Kaufholz-Soldat 2020-07-29 This book presents an overview of the ways in which
women have been able to conduct mathematical research since the 18th century, despite their general
exclusion from the sciences. Grouped into four thematic sections, the authors concentrate on well-known
figures like Sophie Germain and Grace Chisholm Young, as well as those who have remained unnoticed by
historians so far. Among them are Stanisława Nidodym, the first female students at the universities in
Prague at the turn of the 20th century, and the first female professors of mathematics in Denmark.
Highlighting individual biographies, couples in science, the situation at specific European universities, and
sociological factors influencing specific careers from the 18th century to the present, the authors trace
female mathematicians’ status as it evolved from singular and anomalous to virtually commonplace. The
book also offers insights into the various obstacles women faced when trying to enter perhaps the “most
male” discipline of all, and how some of them continue to shape young girls’ self-perceptions and career
choices today. Thus, it will benefit scholars and students in STEM disciplines, gender studies and the
history of science; women in science, mathematics and at institutions, and those working in mathematics
education.
Orthodox Christianity and Gender (Open Access) Helena Kupari 2019-10-17 The Orthodox Christian
tradition has all too often been sidelined in conversations around contemporary religion. Despite being
distinct from Protestantism and Catholicism in both theology and practice, it remains an underused setting
for academic inquiry into current lived religious practice. This collection, therefore, seeks to redress this
imbalance by investigating modern manifestations of Orthodox Christianity through an explicitly gendersensitive gaze. By addressing attitudes to gender in this context, it fills major gaps in the literature on both
religion and gender. Starting with the traditional teachings and discourses around gender in the Orthodox
Church, the book moves on to demonstrate the diversity of responses to those narratives that can be found
among Orthodox populations in Europe and North America. Using case studies from several countries, with
both large and small Orthodox populations, contributors use an interdisciplinary approach to address how
gender and religion interact in contexts such as, iconography, conversion, social activism and ecumenical
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relations, among others. From Greece and Russia to Finland and the USA, this volume sheds new light on
the myriad ways in which gender is manifested, performed, and engaged within contemporary Orthodoxy.
Furthermore, it also demonstrates that employing the analytical lens of gender enables new insights into
Orthodox Christianity as a lived tradition. It will, therefore, be of great interest to scholars of both Religious
Studies and Gender Studies.
Technical English 4 David Bonamy 2011 'Technical English' provides English language instruction for
students who are involved in vocational and technical education. The course contains the core language
and skills which are common to a range of industrial specialisations. It presents key technical concepts
concisely with labelled illustrations.
Russian Nationalism Marlene Laruelle 2018-10-10 This book, by one of the foremost authorities on the
subject, explores the complex nature of Russian nationalism. It examines nationalism as a multilayered and
multifaceted repertoire displayed by a myriad of actors. It considers nationalism as various concepts and
ideas emphasizing Russia's distinctive national character, based on the country's geography, history,
Orthodoxy, and Soviet technological advances. It analyzes the ideologies of Russia's ultra-nationalist and
far-right groups, explores the use of nationalism in the conflict with Ukraine and the annexation of Crimea,
and discusses how Putin's political opponents, including Alexei Navalny, make use of nationalism. Overall
the book provides a rich analysis of a key force which is profoundly affecting political and societal
developments both inside Russia and beyond.
Teaching Grammar from Rules to Reasons Danny Norrington-Davies 2016 This book aims to help
teachers to develop their knowledge of grammar, provide a source of grammar lessons and instigate new
ways of planning and organising lessons.
Disintegration and Integration in East-central Europe: 1919 - Post-1989 (Veröffentlichungen Der
Historiker-verbindungsgruppe Bei Der Kommission Der EG). Nicolae Paun
Centres and Courses ... American society for extension of university teaching 1893
Literature in Language Education G. Hall 2005-09-08 A state of the art critical review of research into
literature in language education of interest to teachers of English and of modern foreign languages. There
are prompts and principles for those who wish to improve their own practice or to engage in projects or
research in this area. The primary focus is on language of literature, reading of literature, literature as
culture, and literature in education.
Technical English 1 David Bonamy 2008 Technical English Level 1 covers the core language and skills
that students need to communicate successfully in all technical and industrial specifications.
Encyclopedia of the Ghetto The Unfinished Project of the Lodz Ghetto Archivists Monika Polit 2017
Ukraine Taras Kuzio 2002-09-11 Ukraine: State and Nation Building explores the transformation of Soviet
Ukraine into an independent state and examines the new elites and their role in the state building process,
as well as other attributes of the modern nation-state such as borders, symbols, myths and national
histories. Extensive primary sources and interviews with leading members of Ukranian elites, show that
state building is an integral part of the transition process and cannot be divorced from democratization and
the establishment of a market economy.
Soviet Women on the Frontline in the Second World War R. Markwick 2012-06-26 This is the first
comprehensive study in English of Soviet women who fought against the genocidal, misogynist, Nazi enemy
on the Eastern Front during the Second World War. Drawing on a vast array of original archival, memoir,
and published sources, this book captures the everyday experiences of Soviet women fighting, living and
dying on the front.
Handbook of Early Language Education Mila Schwartz 2022-03-31 This is the first international and
interdisciplinary handbook to offer a comprehensive and an in-depth overview of findings from
contemporary research, theory, and practice in early childhood language education in various parts of the
world and with different populations. The contributions by leading scholars and practitioners are structured
to give a survey of the topic, highlight its importance, and provide a critical stance. The book covers
preschool ages, and looks at children belonging to diverse ethno-linguistic groups and experiencing
different histories and pathways of their socio-linguistic and socio-cultural development and early
education. The languages under the scope of this handbook are identified by the contributors as immigrant
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languages, indigenous, endangered, heritage, regional, minority, majority, and marginalized, as well as
foreign and second languages, all of which are discussed in relation to early language education as the key
concept of the handbook. In this volume, “early language education” will refer to any kind of setting, both
formal and informal (e.g. nursery, kindergarten, early childhood education centers, complementary early
schooling etc.) in which language learning within a context of children's sociolinguistic diversity takes place
before elementary school.
GMAT Official Guide Verbal Review 2022 GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council)
2021-06-16 Add over 340 verbal practice questions to your prep. Designed by the makers of the GMAT™
exam. Your official source of real GMAT questions from past exams. Set yourself up for success with extra
practice on the verbal section of the GMAT exam. Study with over 340 practice questions not included in
the main Official Guide. Study answer explanations to understand the reasoning behind the answers to help
improve your performance. GMAT practice questions are organized by difficulty level: easy, medium and
hard. Start at the beginning and work your way up to the hard questions as you build upon your knowledge.
All practice questions are from past GMAT exams. The GMAT Official Guide Quantitative Review 2022
provides 3 ways to study: Book: Know what to expect on the GMAT exam Learn the exam structure with an
introductory review chapter followed by 25 practice questions. Review common formulas and concepts
using quick reference sheets. Master quantitative reasoning with over 340 practice questions from past
GMAT exams, organized by difficulty level. GMAT Online Prep Tools: Focus your studying – Bonus: included
with purchase! Practice online with the same questions from the book. Create custom practice sets by
difficulty level and by fundamental skill. Track your progress using performance metrics. Prepare for exam
day by timing your practicing in exam mode. Test your knowledge of key concepts with flash cards. Mobile
App: Your GMAT prep on the go Study offline after downloading the question sets. Sync between devices.
Start on your phone, finish on your computer. Add GMAT Official Guide Quantitative Review 2022 to your
GMAT prep; the official source of practice questions from past GMAT exams. This product includes print
book with a unique access code to the Online Question Bank and Mobile App.
Twelve Years a Slave Solomon Northup 101-01-01 "Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty
years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped
and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a
bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would not be
uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Five-Minute Activities for Business English Paul Emmerson 2005-02-16 Short activities reflecting real-life
business situations to complement both tailored and coursebook based materials.
Education in the Soviet Union Mervyn Matthews 2012-05-04 This book provides a comprehensive survey
of the successes and failures of education and training in the Khrushchev and Breshnev years. The author
gives an objective assessment of the accessibility of the main types of institution, of the contents of courses
and of Soviet attempts to marry the functioning of their education system to their perceived economic and
social needs. In addition the book has many useful and original features: For ease of analysis it summarises
in diagram form complex statistics which are not usually brought together for so long a time period. It
provides a systematic account of educational legislation; Matthews’ comparison of series of official decrees
will allow subtle shifts in government policy to be accurately charted. Particular attention is also paid to a
number of issues that are often neglected: the employment problems of school and college graduates; the
role and professional status of teachers; political control and militarisation in schools; the close detail of
higher education curricula; and the rate of student failure. Of special value is the chapter on those
educational institutions which are often omitted from Western studies and which are hardly recognised as
such in most official Soviet sources.
Linguistic and Cultural Studies: Traditions and Innovations Andrey Filchenko 2017-09-18 This book
features contributions to the XVIIth International Conference “Linguistic and Cultural Studies: Traditions
and Innovations” (LKTI 2017), providing insights into theory, research, scientific achievements, and best
practices in the fields of pedagogics, linguistics, and language teaching and learning with a particular focus
on Siberian perspectives and collaborations between academics from other Russian regions. Covering
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topics including curriculum development, designing and delivering courses and vocational training, the
book is intended for academics working at all levels of education striving to improve educational
environments in their context – school, tertiary education and continuous professional development.
English Medium Instruction in Higher Education in Asia-Pacific Ben Fenton-Smith 2017-03-19 This
volume draws together the viewpoints and research findings of leading scholars and informed local
practitioner-researchers throughout Asia-Pacific about the issues and challenges of English as a medium of
instruction (EMI) at higher education institutions in that region. Specifically, it addresses four key themes:
Macro-level EMI policy and practice; institutional implications for pedagogy; stakeholder perceptions of
EMI; and challenges of interpersonal interaction in EMI contexts. The book is among the first to critically
examine the emerging global phenomenon of English as a medium of instruction, and the first title to
exclusively explore Asia-Pacific tertiary contexts. It will be of particular interest to policy-makers in
international education and tertiary educators seeking blueprints for practice, as well as scholars and
postgraduate students of English as a lingua franca, English for academic purposes, academic language
and learning, and language education in Asia-Pacific.
Historical Dictionary of Russian and Soviet Cinema Peter Rollberg 2016-07-20 Russian and Soviet cinema
occupies a unique place in the history of world cinema. Legendary filmmakers such as Sergei Eisenstein,
Vsevolod Pudovkin, Dziga Vertov, Andrei Tarkovsky, and Sergei Paradjanov have created oeuvres that are
being screened and studied all over the world. The Soviet film industry was different from others because
its main criterion of success was not profit, but the ideological and aesthetic effect on the viewer. Another
important feature is Soviet cinema’s multinational (Eurasian) character: while Russian cinema was the
largest, other national cinemas such as Georgian, Kazakh, and Ukrainian played a decisive role for Soviet
cinema as a whole. The Historical Dictionary of Russian and Soviet Cinema provides a rich tapestry of
factual information, together with detailed critical assessments of individual artistic accomplishments. This
second edition of Historical Dictionary of Russian and Soviet Cinema contains a chronology, an
introduction, and a bibliography. The dictionary section has over 600 cross-referenced entries on directors,
performers, cinematographers, composers, designers, producers, and studios. This book is an excellent
access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Russian and Soviet
Cinema.
Monthly List of Russian Accessions Library of Congress. Processing Department 1952-11
Advances in Contemplative Social Research Krzysztof Konecki 2019-02-05 This book describes a new
paradigm in social sciences, contemplative inquiry. Deep contemplation of a situation is an epistemological
choice for social scientists. It is a fundamentally different approach to research, whereby the investigator is
researching not only the object but also the situation of research and herself/ himself in it.
Sound foundations : learning and teaching pronunciation 2008
Sofia Petrovna Lidii͡a Korneevna Chukovskai͡a 1994 Sofia Petrovna is Lydia Chukovskaya's fictional account
of the Great Purge. Sofia is a Soviet Everywoman, a doctor's widow who works as a typist in a Leningrad
publishing house. When her beloved son is caught up in the maelstrom of the purge, she joins the long lines
of women outside the prosecutor's office, hoping against hope for good news. Confronted with a world that
makes no moral sense, Sofia goes mad, a madness which manifests itself in delusions little different from
the lies those around her tell every day to protect themselves. Sofia Petrovna offers a rare and vital record
of Stalin's Great Purges.
Glossika Guide to RUSSIAN Pronunciation & Grammar Michael Campbell 2017-04-20 In-depth
reference for all levels! Learn the alphabet, advanced pronunciation tips, and alternative methods to
mastering one of the world's hardest grammars. This handy companion will guide you through some of the
major features of Russian － the most spoken language in the East Slavic language family. Get a
comprehensive introduction on pronunciation and grammar, so you can easily take up Russian without
hesitation. You’ll find these linguistic references useful at any stage of your personal language training.
Find out how you can read Russian in 3 simple steps! >> Sign up (https://bit.ly/2Nesd7F) now and start 7day free trial! >> Learn Russian with Glossika: https://bit.ly/2xW6VCl >> Download all Glossika guides
here: https://ai.glossika.com/free-download
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